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ABSTRACT -4
Four' experimental Super 8 mm' sound motion picture

f ilms 'were designed' and produced for presentation in 2x2x2
factorial research model -. to test the effects of mode of response and
stimulus conditions in films for preschool childrpn. lablects)were.40
.children.122 .maleaand 18 females) in a HeadstareProgram in San
Pedro, California, diVided so. that there were ten in each .treatment
condition and five in each age group. Findings.revealed'a significant
'different (p.05) in f lavor of those groups receiving treatments in
which an .overt response was required. It was also found that the
developmental age effected the'cueing variable in diverse ways at
.upper and lower .levels of preoperation. The,results.are discussed in
terms of Piagets construct Of- the preoperational learner.
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THE PROBLEM

r

. The problem was to match the design of direct

k 4
learning films to ,the needs of the preschool. children defined

as the target audieHce aId to the demands 'of the task required

by the film content.
be

.The.needs of the learner were analyzed through t'ha

theory of Jean Piaget.(1950; 1962).

The task.was isolated.Trom.the taxonomy of learning

conditions (Gagne'

education.

Needs Of the Learner_ N

Two components of learner characteristics were

1965) normally found in nursery school

isolated from analysi of tha preoperative stage,in Piaget's

theory. These com enteCIJOies (1) tkp motorodtput'of the -

child which isPd veloped frot external motoric imitations to'

dr.
the stimulus i the.real'world; and.(2)- the coordinatinc abstraction

whiCh is deieloped from a combinino.or(stimuli,in the present

field in relation to a former-set of assithilations (Flavell, 1963,

p 155)%
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The EffeCt of Cueing' and Reiponding in Films
Designed fOr Preichool Children

by Marcia F. Cohen,.Ed. D.

ABSTRACT 0 :. /. '

,

1 .

._ .
.

.Four eXpetimental Super 8 mm ssound Motion picture
films. were.designoid and produced for presentation in a bax2
factorial reseerch-*ddel.to test .the effedts of mode of response
60 ptimulUs cdnditid s in films. for preschool. children. , .

V . .. . . .
. 0

Subjects were 40 chi` Oren in ,a Headsetart Orogram in. San
Pedro, California, divide so that there were '10 fn each
treatment condition and 5' p each age croup. .

.Findings revealed &Ilion icant.difference.(p '(.05
in favor, of those growls rece ving treetiente in which an
overt response was required.' It was foUnd that the develop...;
mental age effected the cueing variable in diverse ways.at
upper and lower levels of preoperation.

me results are discussed in terms of PiagAis construct
of the preoperational,learner.
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, The Task-,
.4.

vo
The task chosen for this'gtudy was that Of a verbal .

el.

paired ,association. -Gagne' (1965):made an analysis .of the

conditians'of,6earning under which a person makes a paired '

verbal association. One of these conditions is tconnection.
. .

which :enables the-individualfto learn through the.use.oran

interveninglink;havimg the function of mediating ,or codiig.

Among :the various types .of mediating links is the picture.

Another condition is an overt .(or audible) response.
*

Hypotheses

From'the interplay of taSk'requirements and learner.

capabilities, it.mas hypotheted that a required overt
. .

response would enhance learning. It Was also +lygothesized-that

a group of stimuli, functioning as cues,' would also enhance.

learning. No difference in age group, performances was post-
.

ulated. The. hypotheses generated from thii conceptualization

were 3

Grnupsof.preschool children presented a

f0.m-requiring an overt response,will 'score

higher on criterion measures of paired associative

learning than groups presented A. film requiring"

a covert response. .

) -
II. Groups of preschool children presented a

film treatment incorporating picture-cues will

scoke higher Off criterion measures of-paired

associative learning than groups having no cues.
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® , III. The interaction effeCt between'bueing and

overt respondingwill cause those groups having

-

.an-avert plucuqing'treatment to score

higher on criterion measures.-.
1 .

The.interaction.favoring film treatment in
.

the overt responding plus cjain.pre.sentatfor;

will:hold at upper and lower leveks of preschool

age.

METHOD

A 2X2X2 factorial Aesigh with age, response mode, 1:70
. ... ... . .

, stimulus presentation was emplOyed in a:, posttest oolyoeXper
.. ..1. '

i
. ,

imental.framewark with nonattentive behavlor as the covariAte.
. ,

.

,
- -!.,.

.

.

FOur-trabfments were adipinisterod to.four groUpsof childre4...
.

. .1 I ..

at two age levels. Therequere 10.6hildren tip each treatAiemtr .. .

4

a .
1004.,4

.

group. Each treatment group 'was compbsed of children anging .

image from 37 to 61 months. Because of the wide range, the

children were further subdivided statistically according to
-

age. The cutoff point. was. 51. months, or four years, Tour months.

Independent manipulative variables.

There' were four independent variables: (1) sex , (2) mode.,

of response; (3 stimuluslarr'ingement, and (4) developmental'
k ,

898 c

. mode of $ponse and arrangement were arranged
t

within' each or the fourjilms in

4

Tour distinct treatmea'cohd

AR/NC :- -Gyer.U'Resodhding/ NoCUe

CR/C s Overt Respor-Cling / Cue

's 4
""1010.....1 .11.,1.ae,,,....:1imm...11111111111116,
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CR/NC: Covert .'Res'ponding/ No Cue

CR/ C:. Covert Responding/ Cue

z

Covariate I

A, . The covariate\was the nenaitentive behavior ofthe.-children.

Non:.5attentive behavior was defined as looking away 4rom'the

film, talking,out, and jumping up or leaving the seat..An
.

examiner', was assigned to 22911child during the'film showing',

;and recorded each,nonattentive movement as the film ran.

The films were controlled for time.

Dependent Variable

Ybe dependent variable was learnino,measured as the number

correct out.of twenty reaporides: The response tasks.were.
. ,

designed as follows : '

(1)Given.a grapheme (letter). from E.1,, the. S wpuld respond

with an appropriate phoneme. This was considered a verbal

reepOnse.and was considered task specific because it was taught
f ,

. in therhim..

(2)Given.a phonethe (sound) by E, thd j2, would select 6 -

corresponding graPheme:from a stimulus array. TSiswas,,Con-
.

sidered a recognitior(response.and.was labelled atrqnsfer
. .

task bebause it was not taught in the'film.

0Controli

ti

Control was,established.in the following Ways:

(1) A pretest was givin tohall children for. entering behavior

on the. four letters used in the fats. Any child knowin g. even
. . .

.

one lett)er, was eliminated from the. studyy. In this manner a'

baseline.of zero Was etablished.
,

7*

(2) NonattentivebeHavior was controllpdAhrough th, use '
e'
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of an individualtexamlner. All examiners,wero,putp;rough,a
- i

1

five day training grogram and tested for'consiAericy 3t the 1 i
., .- A

,

and of that,timt;. . .

\-

\

. 1

. . (3), Filmic 'ingredients were controlled by using the same

-pictures as cues in all cuetreatments, by using the same .
-

controllingactress, and by bontrolling for consistent:sproductIon techniques.

(0 l'4--r.4-.'4frc--4-04-4 Z-c---e-Lv) i--a. nelc7,--,?/?..1-4.--,,c X . ".-, 7C c7e-
4

477,4
!

Sample
.

. ,
.

, - _19ry
Theexperimemtal.popuatliori'consisted.

°fA
children in the',

Sah Pedro'lleadSiart program distributed long eight ethnic
c.

.

categories: 10"Cducasian, 5 Negro, 4 Samoan, 17 Mexican-American,
.,. ..#1,11-! '

one,rilipino, one Negro-Caucasiarq4one Caucasian-Mexican. Eight
- ',>

Mexican-CaUcaSian children weie.ellminated from the present.. ,

study 6ecause they .spoke only Spanish. (Data 'was gathered nrom

these children, however, to .use in a later study). Two children, .

.... ri
te

..

were also'eliminad because they knew one letter name on the
. . .....

. . .
. . . . . . ...

\pretest.'.

The'final sample, therefore, consisted of 40'children,.

Aen.in each treatment group, subdivided according to age.

.. :73A .There Were 22 bOys and 18 girls.

(V)
bescription of the Films

The-filma were aPproximbtely one minute in length ft;'r
a

each letter taught. ,Four,letters were used: 01,P,H, and D.

These were represehted in uppei and lower :case. Four cues
.41

re) were used to supplement each letter in the cue treafment.
et-7-14

The dues were presented one. at a time in a.'frame with the.

'letter that it paired. After the single presentation there

was a group presentation of all fourcues with the letter
o

In the center as summation.

11
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For example, the letter Hh was cued .by,,a picture of a hard

along with the Hh This was with rawn and a hat'.'app'eared

with the symbols.,. The hat was 'withdrawn:and . a houSae appeared.

A summing fraine then appeared with all pictures and the leters.'-'

.. In the overt response form, the -actress said, :'Say )rt

Eind,repeated the sound and the' name of the object.

NO -request _was made to respond, in the covert form, but

a, three aecond time span was(allowied after each preSentation

in case the child thought of the covert response himself: .15is

.provided a time control.

RESULTS'

Statistical Analysis
0.

15.9 data were an-alyzeethroug4he use of the pneiral Linear

Hypothesis 6N.DO 5V Program (Dixon, .1967) on the IBM computer 360:

c.)

1.

ay.

All computation wps done( 4 the Computer SerVice Center, pniitersity
"

of Southern .California.. The priogram' accommodates bOth equal find

unequal cells through a change in program cards.

Null ,Hypotheses Results.

Results 'were reported in '.terms cf the null hypothese5.
t-- A.s

Hlipothesi1/4s A was significant at .the .05 level of confidence.
. 4

Insert (fable i about here

There were no significant differences for hypothesis two,
,4r$P

. three and fOur.

t
Insert Table 2 and" -Table 3 here

a
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irThe data we: e analyzed for influence of 'se(' through' the
I ,

use of the variable car d'eo'r unequal cells. Thera. was a4
. 4

e -significant. difference in Treatment II at the .01 level.

.

Insert Table 4 here

Response Mode

1.7 The rasu

DISCUSSION -
is

1,1

f the study revealed a significant difference"i
-

at the '.01 1 in favor of those groups receiving the overt

response .made. This was true at upper ( 52-61 months) and
t. .

-lOwer (37 to 51 months) age levels.
, \

This Minding suggests, that a paired associative learning

task ptesented through film is best, acquired by ,praschool

children through' an overt .fespdnse.' This evidence can be

corroborated with research in non-film tdiks (Flavekl, Beach

and Cliinsky, 1966. Keeney, Cannizzo, and Flavell, 19671

Kingsley apd Hagen, 198,9; -and-'4(agen and Kingsley, .`1968).

O
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i
There was no significant "difference' in the effect of the

cues u7 learning ficim the films.
5 Ile finding revealed that the use of pictures was not

.r
consistent' within the wide range,of aveswahin the pro -oper

4..

ative age level.
It seemed, therefore, to be. encumbent Upon: the *author to

.)
further' analyze the data for a possible cause of this finding.,
Was it that children at upper and lower levels ofthe piecfp

,
erative age span behaved differently under different conditiGtns ?

(-

Developmental Influence

The absence of an interaction effect and the .spread. of

the covariate means (5ble 2) warranted an analysis of_the

data 'without the covariate. 15e purpose of this analysis was

to remove the statistical control upon behavior to view,the

data as it ,appeared in its raw form.

The results, of the analysis Of.variance (Table 3) revealed
q - . ... .

a
,
clear deve) opmental -influence, significant at the .01

.
level

_

4 .
of confidence in favor of the older children, to lq,arn. fiom

. the film. I'

This suggested that the cueing was a'distractor to the

younger children whereas it .was not a distractor to the

'4

older childeen. In fact, thre Cue plus response mode Of learitng

had, the highest inean score of all for the older children.

A diagrammatic .analyiis of' the means of the' four groups
.

(Figure 1) illustrates the (disparity of scores when there

was a cue present under each of the r espoilse conditions and

at each age girt up.

'71
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One possible explanation. for the difference in reactions

to cups at upper and lower levels of preoperatiVe ages is ..

the concept of centerinS, or paying attention to a single

striking 'feature of. the object (FlavEll, 1963, p 157 *) .

, Because of 'this phenomenon' the younger preschool child tends

to pay attention to a 'particular point of the stimulus. 'Whet
there are four cues 911.1 a response, the younger child -cannot

hold the prime, stimulus in mind against . dietraaion, even when

the.. cues are presented one at a ilme.as in this study. It m ay
L

be that he doesn't know what the prime stimulus is. It. may
,

"be that he is too young to attend under so much informatton

input.

$e older child, however, has the ability to classify as
he is entering oering the next stage f cognitlye growth and, there-

., .
fore,: he is able to utilize the coordinated abstraction more

-effettively.
Conclusions

,The findings in 'the study revealerrthat in preparing films

for pre6chOol children when a paired association is to be learned

tha follo-wing conclusions ap supported'

1. An overt ,response increases leatning by t he preoperatie

child and .should be planned into the design of the films For

ohlldren at all preschool ages.
_ sequ,entially

2. Up to four p6sent'ed visual-verbal

,cues added to an .overt response may be expected to increase"

learning fbr children. over the age of four years, four months.

3. Four sequentially presented visual- verbal cues may be

predicted to inhibit learning in an overt mode for. children
under Four- years four' months;

. 10
'44
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. TABLE

ANALYSIS OF COVARI1 1\!CF. FOR EXPItIMIE:NTAL GROIIPS

Sour'ae df MS

Cue /No /Cue (A) .
Overt/Covert (B)

Age (C)

l'A x B

A x C

II g C.
J.

.4'

3./31

1/31

1/33.

1/31

4/ 1/31-

_1/31

"1/31

.

)

232.789

262.300,

232.667
,

224.785

223.109

223.148

.243.816

..05 N.

r

vr,

1 ;346

5 .446a

, 1.329
' .

0.23'3

0.001 t,

0.006

2.878

, N

V
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MEANS AND S TANDAI:DipEVIATIONS EXPERIMF:NTAI"..
Na0UPS. ANb ).4EANS..1.;;OR COVAIptaikS-

"

Treatment
Groups "N.

Older. §s.
.. OR/NC.

.01Z/C

6 IOC

C 11/C

Youngei7 Ss

OR/NC

OR/C

CR/NC,

CRC

5

5

5

\

5

4
: Treatment

. a

11.600 2.408

13'.000. 3.535

11.7400: 3.911

10.6000 3..911

10.20,0 1.923

9.000 3.391

7.800 3.492

8.000 3.391

112 .

.

8.800

16:799

8.800

8.800
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TABU:

4"

1113

. ANTI YS IS OF VARIANCE, 'FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

,,Source MS

,

Cue/No. Cue (A)

Overt/Coyer, (B)

.;
--/.,4Je. (C)

A x b

A C

x C '

- AXBxp ,

J.

4.

V i

, 1/32 351.312 .,008
. a

1/32. 373,.714 2.050

1/32 435.312 7.6§2a

.1/3 351..613 0.032°

1/32 352.812 0.145
7',

B , 1/32 ',351.613 ,0..0"36
f'

.°-------.
, 1/32 359.312 0.737-



TABLE 4

ANALYSIS _OF COVARIANCE ,FOR INFLUENCE OF SEX UPON TREATMENT GROUPS

Source . df 11S

NC/R

NC/ NR

C/R

C/NR

S.

1 ' 14.11

a

°

450'40

.430.74

. 0.017

F

0.133 5

. 4502,9;

2.488-

0.019

.01:

0

14'
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Treatments

:OR . OR CR; . CR
NC . NC. e

s II

.114

9

8
ti

Younger 7

o.

4%--1Means for younger and older children in
xperimental groups.
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